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Denise Kouri
Denise Kouri is a public policy consultant, focusing on health
and social policy, leadership and governance. She has had a
lifetime commitment to social justice at home and internationally. Her involvement in Mozambique began in 1981 with
CUSO, first as a system analyst, then a program officer.
Since 1999, she has been part of the Training for Health Renewal program at the University of Saskatchewan, a partnership with the Mozambican health ministry to foster health
workers’ community engagement. Denise has a/so been
active in other international social justice work, including the
anti-apartheid and feminist movements. She was President
of Saskatchewan Working Women, a board member of the
North-South Institute and national President of CUSO.

Tell us about a teacher, mentor, or other role-model who really made
a difference in your life.
In the 1980's, I met Luis Weinstein, a Chilean activist and scholar whose life
and ideas showed me that it is possible to fight for social justice while at the
same time being a creative and spiritual person, embracing all aspects of being
human and an internationalist. But at the heart of my internationalism is my
mother Aimee Kendergi. She was part of an Armenian refugee family that had
fled to Syria in 1917. She was a smart and strong woman, with a strong sense of
social justice. She believed strongly in education, in particular for women, and
taught us to be critical thinkers and to take responsibility not only for ourselves
and our families, but for creating a better world.

Where do you find your inspiration?
I find my inspiration in my Mozambican and Canadian colleagues and other social justice advocates worldwide. I find my inspiration in my daughters, Lise and
Rosa, in my grand-children, Loa and Mani, and all the beautiful young people I
see around me, who deserve a better future.

